Throughout this interval of time the Equatorial Zone has appeared
abnormally dark and has contained many dark projections along the northern edge. When the plume approaches to within 25 to 30° of these features they are deflected in the direction of motion of _ the plume and then dissipate or, become obscured as the plume passes. et al. [1974] and further interpreted by Gehrels [1974] .
The earlier slow-moving features and the equatorial plumes share r several characteristics: they are frequently bright in blue light unlike other bright features in the Equatorial Zone, both types of features characteristically occur in pairs separated by roughly 1800 longitude, and both types of features appear as a small bright nucleus preceded in the direction of motion by a well-developed dark region extending 5 to 6 0 ahead of the nucleus and followed by a bright elongated plume-like structure., In light of the fact that these two types of features display such similar characteristics while possessing maximum and minimum observed velocities relative to System I, a detailed analysis has been carried out in an attempt to ascertain the relationship of these features.
DATA REDUCTION
The data were reduced by a combination of detailed measurements and eye estimates of longitudinal position relative -to'a System I coordinate system. Since the magnitude of the data reduction would have been monumental had all photographs been measured in detail, a compromise technique was adopted. Photographs for a given apparition were subjected to the method of estimating the longitudinal positions and plotting directly onto a time versus longitude (Sys. I) coordinate system. These measurements consist of 20-50 individual observations of approximately 20 features each apparition. These data were then used to select specific photographs of highest quality which were subjected to the measuring technique described below. These accurate positional measurements indicate that the longitudinal drifts indicated by the eye estimate method are accurate to within ±2° longitude.
Although this accuracy is not adequate to determine short-term oscillatory periods it is certainly accurate for the long-term drifts that are discussed in this analysis.
In an effort 'to determine the interaction of the equatorial plumes with other features in the Equatorial Zone, detailed measurements of the 1974-75 apparition have been made. Each discrete atmospheric feature to be measured is located with respect to the apparent center of the image which is defined by the equatorial and polar limbs of the planet. Due to geometric and photometric phase effects, the apparent center of the disk always appears displaced toward the bright limb with respect to the true center. Corrections for this exaggeration are included in the reduction in the manner described by Reese and Smith [1968] . The corrected positions and times of observation are conve ,teO ^?anetographic latitude and longitude. 
INTERPRETATION OF THE SINUSOIDAL DRIFT OF PLUME A
The velocity of thermal winds predicted by Stone [1967] is directly related to the distance from the solar equator; therefore, since the nucleus of the plume remains relatively fixed at 7 0 latitude and the planetocentric declination of the sun varies from -3°07 to +3°07, the observed velocity may reflect a variation in the zonal wind due to solar heating. Using Stone's equation (17) T is the temperature and is assumed to be 160°K, the local gravitationalà cceleration g is 2.6 x 10 3 cm/sec t . A conversion factor Ay equal to 108 cm/degree of latitude is required to exprdss the results in terms of latitudinal variation. T(^) can be evaluated if simple radiative equilibrium is assumed by applying the expression given by Stone [1972] , where for the case of an isotropic internal heat source
Here A¢ is the distance from the solar equator, q is the ratio of heat flux received from the interior to the solar flux and is taken equal to 
